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https://www.100test.com/kao_ti2020/560/2021_2022_GMAT_E9_

A2_98_E5_BA_93_c89_560993.htm 新题库删去了原来题库中所

有的补充题（A1~A34），新增了15题，删去1题（第122题）

，另外有1道题目（113）略微改变了一下表述（尽管意思完

全一样）。新增题目中第4、6、7、9题其实是1999年题库中

被删去的第56、69、71、90题。新增题目如下： *1. The

following appeared in a memorandum from the head of a human

resources department at a major automobile manufacturing

company to the company’s managers: “Studies have found that

employees of not-for-profit organizations and charities are often

more highly motivated than employees of for-profit corporations to

perform well at work when their performance is not being monitored

or evaluated. Interviews with employees of not-for-profit

organizations suggest that the reason for their greater motivation is

the belief that their work helps to improve society. Because they

believe in the importance of their work, they have personal reasons

to perform well, even when no financial reward is present. Thus, if

our corporation began donating a significant portion of its profits to

humanitarian causes, our employees’ motivation and productivity

would increase substantially and our overall profits would increase as

well.” *2. The following appeared in an editorial from a magazine

produced by an organization dedicated to environmental protection:

“In order to effectively reduce the amount of environmental

damage that industrial manufacturing plants cause, those who



manage the plants must be aware of the specific amount and types of

damage caused by each of their various manufacturing processes.

However, few corporations have enough financial incentive to

monitor this information. In order to guarantee that corporations

reduce the damage caused by their plants, the federal government

should require every corporation to produce detailed annual reports

on the environmental impact of their manufacturing process, and the

government should impose stiff financial penalties for failure to

produce these reports.” *3. The following appeared in a

memorandum from the information technology department of a

major advertising firm: “The more efficient a firm’s employees

are, the more profitable that firm will be. Improvements in a firm’s

information technology hardware and software are a proven way to

increase the efficiency of employees who do the majority of their

work on computers. Therefore, if our firm invests in the most

powerful and advanced information technology available, employee

productivity will be maximized. This strategy ensures that every

dollar spent on enhanced information technology will help to

increase our firm’s profit margins.” *4. The following appeared as

part of an article in a health club trade publication: “After

experiencing a decline in usage by its members, Healthy Heart fitness

center built an indoor pool. Since usage did not increase

significantly, it appears that health club managers should adopt

another approachlowering membership fees rather than installing

expensive new features.” *5. The following appeared in a

memorandum from the CEO of a consumer electronics



manufacturing firm to the head of the company’s human resources

department, who is responsible for hiring new employees: “Eight

years ago, our firm’s profits were increasing with each new

employee we added. We discovered that each employee had the

skills and motivation to generate more revenue for the firm than his

or her salary cost us. However, for the past two years, our profit

margin has been falling, even though we have continued to add

employees. Thus, our newer employees are not generating enough

revenue to justify their salaries. We must not be hiring new

employees with the same level of skills and motivation as those we

used to attract. Clearly, then, failures in the human resources

department account for our falling profits.” *6. The following

appeared in a memorandum from a company’s marketing

department: “Since our company started manufacturing and

marketing a deluxe air filter six months ago, sales of our economy

filterand company profitshave decreased significantly. The deluxe air

filter sells for 50 percent more than the economy filter, but the

economy filter lasts for only one month while the deluxe filter can be

used for two months before it must be replaced. To increase repeat

sales of our economy filter and maximize profits, we should

discontinue the deluxe air filter and concentrate all our advertising

efforts on the economy filter.” *7. The following appeared in the

editorial section of a local newspaper: “The tragic crash of a medical

helicopter last week points up a situation that needs to be addressed.

The medical-helicopter industry supposedly has more stringent

guidelines for training pilots and maintaining equipment than do



most other airline industries, but these guidelines do not appear to be

working: statistics reveal that the rate of medical-helicopter accidents

is much higher than the rate of accidents for non-medical helicopters

or commercial airliners.” 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题目

直接下载。详细请访问 www.100test.com 


